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1. Write your Name and Index Number in the spaces provided above.
2. This paper consists of THREE Sections A, B and C.
3. Answer ALL the questions in Section A and B.
4. Answer any ONE question from Section C.
5. All answers should be written in the spaces provided.
6. Where drawings and diagrams are appropriate they should be included within the text of your answer.

For examiner’s use only
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SECTION A 20 MKS. [Compulsory]

Answer all questions in this section

1. 
   a) Name the technique which is effective for producing marbled effect in tie and dye. [1mk]

   b) Give the reason why asymmetrical balance is considered active. [1mk]

   c) Identify two most outstanding elements of art applied in the picture below. [1mk]
d) State two roles of packaging design. [2mks]

e) Distinguish between legibility and readability in typography. [2mks]

f) Identify the sign below and state its function. [1mk]

```

```

[Image of a person throwing something in the trash]

g) Identify the part of the material that produces the shape of the design in:

I. Serigraphy
II. Relief printing [2mks]
h) Give the reason why clay is classified as either primary or secondary. [1mk]

i) Distinguish between aerial and atmospheric perspective. [2mks]

j) “As the stone wastes, the statue grows”. Name the technique and process suggested by the statement.[2mks]
k) State the difference between analogous colours and complementary colours. [2mks]

l) Name two specific parts of the human form on which emotions and feelings are displayed. [1mk]

m) Distinguish between harmony and unity in a pictorial composition. [2mks]
SECTION B 25MKS (Compulsory)

Answer ALL questions in this section.

2. Explain the process of “cire-perdue” [lost wax] in sculpture making. [4mks]

3. Explain the function of the following ingredients in clay preparation. [4mks]
   I. Grog
   II. Ball clay
   III. Fire clay
   IV. Kaolin
4. In the space provided below, make a drawing of hands fastening a shoe lace. [5mks]

5. Explain five factors to consider for effectiveness of a garden sculpture. [5mks]
6. “Sorting out, comparing, rethinking, experimenting and re-defining”
   I. At what stage of the design process does the above activity take place? [1mk]
   II. Explain your answer. [3mks]

7. Describe the relationship/activity between the following items in the process of weaving:
   [3mks]
   I. Frame
   II. Warp
   III. Shuttle
   IV. Weft
   V. Heddle
   VI. Shed
SECTION C: (15marks)

Answer any ONE question from this section.

8. Explain the process of producing a three coloured pictorial wall hanging using a combination of tie & dye and batik. [15mks]

9. Using illustrations, describe five techniques of decorating green ware. [15mks]

10. i) State two characteristics of organic shapes. [2mks]

   ii) Read the following statement carefully and identify four attributes of line conveyed, indicating what part of the statement identifies each of the attributes. [8mks]

   “Thinking about line..................Thick or thin, long or short, straight or curved, line can outline shapes and forms, indicate the contour of a volume and imply direction and movement. Line of sight can connect widely separate parts of a composition. Depending on how it is employed, line can seem extremely intellectual or highly expressive and emotional. It is above all, the artist' most basic tool.”

   iii) Discuss the aspects an artist requires to effectively depict a still life composition under the following guides: [5mks]

       I. Subject matter
       II. Format
       III. Proportion
       IV. Dominance
       V. Spatial effects
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

This paper contains TWO alternatives; A and B. Each alternative has two options.

Choose only ONE option from any ONE alternative.

This question paper will be given to you one hour before the start of the examination to enable you to make your choice from the alternatives. During this one hour you are allowed to make sketches on the A4 papers provided to help you decide your choice.

The use of rulers and other mechanical means is forbidden in alternative A but is allowed in alternative B.

Clearly write your name, index number, the alternative, number of option chosen, signature and date in that order in the bottom left hand corner of your paper.

At the end of the examination, pass your work to the supervisor without rolling or folding it.

Answer only ONE question chosen from either alternative A or B.
ALTERNATIVE A: DRAWING OR PAINTING

You are instructed that the use of rulers and other mechanical devices is forbidden in this alternative.

EITHER

1. Create an imaginative composition under the following: “An anti riot policewoman tests her strength in confronting a stubborn demonstrator”.
   The work should be on an area measuring 35 by 45 cm.

OR

2. In colour, produce a pictorial composition depicting “The escape at dawn”.
   The work should be on an area measuring 35 by 45 cm.

ALTERNATIVE B: GRAPHIC DESIGN

EITHER

2. Design a cover for a CD by a popular contemporary band called “Firebrand” featuring their latest hit song “Rocking Kid”.
   The producer of the CD is Dic Jakz. The three colour cover should measure 14cm by 14 cm

OR

4. In three colours design a cover for a book featuring the music of a famous gospel group “Angels Chorale” The cover bears the hit number, “At the Golden Gate”.
   The cover should measure 24cm by 2cm by 18cm.